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What is crowdlending?
Lending-based crowdfunding platforms are
- a new model of financial intermediation
- by connecting directly lenders and borrowers
- via FinTech (internet) platforms.
«Investment-based» crowdfunding means that investors invest in unlisted debt
securities issued by borrowers.
«Lending-based» crowdfunding means that funders invest in loans.
• Crowdlending is an alternative financing mechanism to traditional bank
financing.
• Addresses either underserved banking customers or higher risk client groups.
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Key differences between a bank and a crowdlending platform
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Differences between crowdlending and a bank
Lending-based crowdfunding

Bank

Brokerage Function

Direct lending via a platform.
No balance sheet intermediation.
Orderly resolution

Intermediatated lending.
Orderly resolution is
difficult.

Bank as delegated
montitor

Possible cost duplication if lenders
have to monitor borrowers and
platforms. Moral hazard problems.

Banks act as monitors due
risk-free deposit contracts.

Risk transformation

No, losses are borne by lenders
(unless return smoothed via
provision fund).

Yes.

Liquidity provision and
maturity
transformation

No (unless secondary market). Not
subject to bank runs.

Yes, which makes them very
fragile to self-fulfiling bank
runs without government
guarantees.

Money creation

No.

Yes.
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Regulation of lending-based crowdfunding

Specific lending-based regulation

No Specific lending-based regulation

Specific legislation to explicitly regulate
F, UK, and Israel

C2B platforms need individual release,
C2C require creditor license
NL

Regulation that applies to
equity- and lending-based
Aut, BE, FIN, MEX, POR, EU

Only investment-based
crowdfunding is regul.
GER
Investment-based regulation
applies only to equity
IT
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Lending-based platforms
operate as payment inst.
SWE, and DK

Regulation of
lending-based
crowdfunding

Registered loan intermediaries
NOR
C2C lending platform
can obtain credit institution l.
FR
C2C is regulated consumer lending
and C2B is not regulated
ESTONIA
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Key concern 1: Coordination problem and secondary markets
Problem
Platforms are not subject to «bank runs», because they are no coordination problems in terms
of maturity of deposits and loans.
The direct relationship between lender and borrower suffers however from illiquidity.
Countermeasures
Secondary markets could be a cure for missing
liquidity.
There are two main concerns:
1.

Transformation of lending-based
crowdlending into securitisation

Jurisdictions with secondary markets: USA,
UK, Israel, EU, Portugal
Jurisdictions without secondary markets:
France

2. Insider trading and market abuse
PwC
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Key concern 2: Adverse selection
Problem
Retail investors face adverse selection-issues, meaning that borrows know better about their
borrower quality.
Lenders rely typically on the due diligence and assessment of platforms similar to credit
agencies. Platforms do however not bear the responsibility.
Countermeasures
Access to information credit sharing schemes,
such as public registries or private credit
bureaus, could however be a cure.
This is currently possible: France, Israel, UK
Such access is not mentioned in the EU draft
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Key concern 3: Moral hazard
Problem
No supervision of the due diligence, credit scoring models, and no liability from the part of the
platform could lead to moral hazard.
Platforms could increase risk taking, because the platform does not have to bear the costs.
Countermeasures
Automated lending could decrease the risk by
means of diversification.
«Skin in the game», an investment by the
platform, or the building of provision funds
could also alleviate the issue.
- Investments by the platform are not allowed
in: France, Germany, Israel, and Portugal.
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Additional key concerns
Capital Requirements
• Alignment of incentives
• Ensure solvency of platform
• No extensive risk taking

Resolution Plans
• Investors do not lose money
• No “too-big-to-fail-institutions”

Additional key
concerns

Transparency & Disclosure
• High transparency & disclosure
ensures market discipline
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Institutional investors
• Risk of preferential treatment
• A certain ratio of sophisticated
investors assist retail investors
in due diligence process
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Thank you very much for your attention!
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